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GETTING, RECEIVING 
AND HOLDING 
ATTENTION: 
How adolescents’ telling initiations work 
out in interaction with Professional Foster 
Parents in family style group care.
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Abstract

This paper examines various ways in which adolescents during dinner table settings gain 
attention to start a telling varying from just a comment to storytelling. The settings are 
in family-style group care where Professional Foster Parents (PFPs) run a household 
consisting of their biological children combined with a number of children and 
adolescents who are placed in that household for several years. Affective interaction 
between adolescents and their PFPs is important for the development of these youths. 
The method of Conversation
Analysis has been used to analyse video data of dinner conversations in six households. 
These home situations were recorded by having cameras run every day from 4 p.m. to 
7 p.m. over a period of three weeks. The telling initiations of the adolescents include 
verbal and embodied practices such as eye-gaze and body-movement in order to start 
a telling. The different kinds of initiations seem to produce different kinds of sequential 
responses from the professional
parents. The analysis of the telling initiations by adolescents and the room they are 
given for these tellings is a contribution to the still limited knowledge about building 
and maintaining affective relationships between PFPs and adolescents in family-style 
group care.

Keywords: Family-style group care, Adolescents, Professional Foster Parents, Telling 
initiations, Affective relationship

This chapter constitutes a slightly modified version published in International Journal 
of child and Family Welfare as:
Schep, E., Koole, T, & Noordegraaf, M. (2016). Getting, receiving and holding attention: 
How adolescents’ telling initiations work out in interaction with Professional Parents in 
family homes. International Journal of Child and Family Welfare, 17, 10-26.
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Introduction

At the dinner table of a multimember family, it can be a challenge to gain the attention 
from addressees when you want to tell something. What activities does a speaker do 
to start a telling and how does he ensure himself of being heard?

In this study, we analyse video data from dinner conversations in family-style group 
care where out-of-home placed adolescents and Professional Foster Parents (PFPs) live 
together. We are particularly interested in the way the adolescents select themselves 
to take a turn and start a telling. In a conversation the alignment between speaker and 
recipient is important to construct and conduct the conversation, but in these parent-
child exchanges is also important in the light of having and building a parenting and 
affective relationship.

The excerpt below gives an insight into the topic we will examine in this study. It 
shows a girl aged sixteen initiating a telling about her day at school by self-selecting. 
Prior to this initiation the PFP is preparing dinner in the kitchen, and the girl is sitting at 
the kitchen table using her mobile phone. The PFF is not in sight of the camera. Karolien 
tells about her gym class today and while doing that she walks to the kitchen, to the 
PFP who is preparing dinner (line 5).

Excerpt 1
Family-style group care 1: 11-07-2013, 3:15.50- 17.56
KAR = Karolien, 16-year-old, WIL = William, 10-year-old, PFF = Professional Foster Father

1 KAR we hadden vandaag echt een leuke gymles

we had such a nice gym class today

2 WIL ik ook we [gingen rugbyen

me too we played rugby

3 PFF       [wat heb je gedaan

       what did you do

4 KAR je moest in drie groepen laat maar zeggen

you had to go in three groups let’s say

daar zat je dan steeds mee

there you were with the whole time

en op een gegeven moment werden die uh drie groepen uh 

and on one moment uh the three groups where uh

twee laat maar zeggen

let’s say two

maar we gingen dan uhm

3
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then we went uhm

5 ((meanwhile, Karolien stands up and walks to the 

kitchen where the PFF is preparing dinner))

In this interaction, Karolien (16) initiates a telling by saying: ‘we had such a nice gym 
class today’. Immediately following this topic nomination, her brother (10) takes the 
turn to introduce a related topic: ‘me too we played rugby’. The PFF ignores the boy 
and asks Karolien a question and thereby invites her to tell more. The father could also 
have responded to the boy, but he chooses to respond to Karolien’s telling initiative.

Although it has been established that sensitivity and responsivity, the possibility to 
perceive and respond to the child’s signals, are the basic conditions for achieving an 
affective relationship between children and (professional) parents, little attention has 
been paid to how this is done in day-to-day interactions (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters & 
Wall, 1978; Mark & Mulderij, 2008). What we do know from an interactional perspective 
is that a telling initiative starts a sequence and needs a confirmation from the recipient 
for the interactional project to be successful (Schegloff, 1968, 2007). From a relational 
perspective however, taking the initiative to do a telling is also taking a risk of being 
rejected or not heard. Getting confirmation from a recipient is therefore both from an 
interactional and from a relational perspective the preferred response. Hence, in order 
to analyze sensitivity and responsivity from a recipient to a speaker who initiates a 
telling (in our data how a PFPs respond to a telling initiated by an adolescent), we argue 
that interactions need to be studied both in their interactional and relational aspects.

In this paper, we first present a review of pedagogical and conversation analytical 
literature to show the different aspects of telling initiations by adolescents in daily 
interactions with their PFPs. The following aspects are discussed: family-style group 
care, sensitiveness and responsiveness, telling initiations and dinner conversations. 
After this review, we will present our methodology and results and at the end we come 
to conclusions and will reflect on methodological issues.

Family-style group care

A family-style group care is a household for children who for various reasons cannot 
live in their own biological family anymore. Children placed in family-group care are 
characterized by having problematic behaviour and mostly also problems in their 
biological family. Because of a troubled past and behavioural problems, they need 
intensive accompaniment and supervision and are eligible for residential care (de Baat 
& Berg-le Clercq, 2013; van der Steege, 2012).
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One of the PFPs works as a health care worker in his own home and is therefore 
always available. This parent is paid for this full-time position. The partner is in most 
cases someone who works elsewhere, but in his/her free time s/he is also available for 
the children and the second caregiver. A family-style group care is a small scale out-
of-home-placement. The family consist of the parents, mostly their biological children 
and around four out-of-home placed children. The main goal of a family-style group 
care is to give children the care they need in a family-like setting (de Baat, de & Berg-le 
Clercq, 2013).

Children who are placed in family-style group care were forced to leave their 
biological families and were often moved from one place to another (Sarti & Neijboer, 
2011). Therefore the affective relationships with their own parents and other adults 
they have met in different places are disconnected or partly disconnected and, because 
of that, often problematic. Stability in the family-style group care they are placed in, 
gives them a chance to reconnect with one or more adults and to become attached.

Attachment: sensitiveness and responsiveness

Since Bowlby (1907-1990) has focussed on the importance of the emotional relationship 
between children and their mother during childhood, much research has been done 
in the field of attachment. Attachment is a congenital need for affection with and 
protection from a maternal person in their direct environment, mostly a parent or 
another close person (Juffer, 2010). It was Bowlby who started to pay attention to the 
affective relationship between children and their mother and the consequence of this 
relationship to later development (Bretherton, 1992). Later, the attention is widened to 
the relationship of children and adults and also the possibilities for treating disorganized 
attachment (Bowlby, 1988).

At first, researchers were convinced it was only possible for children in their first 
six years to build an affective relationship with an adult but after years of research 
there is agreement that there can be corrective experiences after the age of six. This 
has also produced a new perspective on the care of children who experience problems 
with attachment. Because of the out-of-home-placement and the several movements 
the children often have been through, it is more difficult for these children to gives 
themselves to a new relationship (Juffer, 2010). Yet, an affective relationship is a basic 
need for children to develop in a healthy way.

Juffer (2010) and van IJzendoorn (2010) highlighted the basic conditions for children 
to be able to take advantage of corrective experiences. They stressed the importance 
of the ability of a PFP to be sensitive and responsive and secondly the importance of a 
continuing relationship between child and parent. ‘Pedagogic sensitivity becomes visible 
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in the responsiveness of the caretaker, e.g. eye gaze, speaking, silence, attitude (...) and 
in being an example’ (Manen, 1991, p.31).

Although sensitivity and responsivity have been called crucial as a basic condition 
for (re-)attachment, and responsivity has observable features in interaction, we do not 
know what these interactions look like in the interaction between PFPs and adolescents 
in family-style group care. We argue that micro-analyses of sensitivity and responsivity 
in action will help to learn more about building and maintaining affective relationships. 
In this chapter, we therefore analyze telling initiations of adolescents and the responses 
of PFPs in conversational detail, using the method of conversation analysis. Examples 
of such analyses are discussed below.

Dinner conversations

In this study, we use data from recorded dinner conversations in family-style group 
care. Within the Conversational Analytical literature, this is called ‘natural occurring 
interactions’: interactions that occur routinely in specific setting and without 
interference of a researcher (Mondada, 2006). Dinner conversations are, according 
to Mondada’s overview of research (Mondada 2009, p4): “1) social events that are 
interactionally organized in specific and systematic ways, sensitive to their local context; 
2) in which talk plays a significant role; 3) Through which ‘doing being a family’ and 
being together are achieved, 4) in which relations are expressed through a variety of 
actions, both discursive (talking about food, requesting dishes, assessing them, etc.) 
and embodied (eating, tasting…)”. Dinner conversations in family-style group care are, 
according to PFPs, moment of eating, talking, arguing and seeing each other as family 
members (Van de Koot & Schep, 2014).

Telling initiations

Conversation analysis has studied telling initiatives as either topic initiatives (Button 
& Casey, 1985, 1988), or story prefaces (Sacks, 1974, 1978). Button and Casey (1985) 
described two sequence types used for topic nomination: news enquiries and news 
announcements. Both types are used by participants to start an isolated topic(s), 
without a connection to the previous topic or a continuation of the previous topic.

Participants in multi-party conversation can get a turn by either other-selection 
- a turn can be given by someone else for example by asking a question - or by self-
selection - the action of starting a telling without being invited to do so (Sacks, Schegloff 
& Jefferson, 1974). In case there are more recipients every participant has the possibility 
to take the turn, but the first one to do so will be the next speaker. The action of 
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taking a turn to tell something involves the use of a variety of semiotic systems to not 
only present the topic as a tellable, but also to recruit one of more co-participants as 
addressees of the telling.

There are different ways in which a speaker can clarify who he is addressing as 
recipient for his utterance. A speaker can call the name of the recipient to let him know 
he will be the addressee. Also, gaze direction can also be used to address a recipient. In 
using gaze as a way to address a next speaker it is important that the recipient responds 
to the gaze by gazing back to show his understanding that he will be the addressee 
(Lerner, 2003).

When tellers start to tell a story, tellers use different verbal and embodied practises 
to show their stance towards the telling. By doing this, tellers shape the response of the 
recipient. An expected response helps a teller in progress of the telling (Stivers, 2008).

We propose to describe the different patterns formed by telling initiations from 
adolescents and responses thereon of PFPs, to gain insight into the variety and functions 
of different

Methodology

This study focusses on telling initiations of adolescents during and around dinner. The 
method of Conversational Analyses (CA) was used to analyse this specific activity. This 
method provides tools for analysing every detail of a conversation (Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013). In CA it is common to use (video) recordings from interactions in natural settings. 
Video recorded data gives the opportunity to analyse participants’ verbal and embodied 
practises within a conversation. Findings in the analysis are illustrated by transcriptions 
of conversations from the videos that show these conclusions in order to increase the 
reliability of the analysis. The recorded dinner conversations have characteristics both 
of everyday and of institutional interaction. Family-style group care settings are meant 
to be professional out-of-home-placements, coached by a youth care organisation, and 
are at the same time as close to a ‘normal family’ as possible.

The six family-style group care settings were selected according to several criteria. 
They needed to have one or more adolescents placed in their home, accomplished one 
successful placement (an adolescent left the home when he or she was 18-year-old) 
and a higher education level (bachelor-degree). The families were proposed by the staff 
of two youth care organisations. In these six households, cameras ran every day from 
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. over a period of three weeks. A tripod was placed at the same place 
in the dining room for three weeks to ensure the same camera position every day. 
This resulted in 300 hours of video data. The videos recordings were all made without 
interference from researchers.

3
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The analyses consisted of different steps. It started from the perspective of the 
data. The videos were watched from the viewpoint of the displayed attachment in 
daily interactions. After watching 12 hours of video data from two families, all telling 
initiations were selected. Initiations were selected when an adolescent started a telling 
without being invited to, in reaction to someone or something else or as an isolated 
telling. Based on 15 telling initiations we made an overview of the variety in these 15 
telling initiatives. This led to a distinction in six categories of telling initiatives. In addition 
to the 15 initiatives, 145 other initiations were added from the other four houses (60 
hours of video). This addition resulted in a revision of the six categories, leading to 
four: 1) Out of the blue, 2) Topic shift, 3) Topic continuation, 4) Related to an ongoing 
activity or object.
Four more steps were made to strengthen the analysis:
1. To decide which initiative could be placed in which category, all fragments were 

watched and allocated by a researcher and an independent social worker.
2. After this step, 40 fragments were randomly selected and allocated by another 

researcher to the existing categories: similarities and differences were discussed.
3. During the analyses, different data sessions were attended, during which a fragment 

of the current analysis was discussed
4. Every single step in the analyses was discussed by the researchers
5. The conversations were transcribed according to the conventions Jefferson 

developed (2004). For publication, all conversations were translated into English. 
Names of families and children were made anonymous. The videos were made 
with the informed consent of the PFPs and the adolescents.

Analysis

As outlined in the introduction, at the dinner table within a multimember family it can 
be a challenge to tell something and, perhaps almost more importantly, to gain attention 
from an addressee. The main purpose in this study was to illustrate the way adolescents 
self-select to take a turn and start a telling, and what activities they undertake to make 
their PFPs listen and respond.

During and around dinnertime, we observed several conversations between 
adolescents and their PFPs, initiated by the adolescent. In 133 fragments we saw two 
kinds of telling initiations: contingent telling initiations that relate the telling to an 
ongoing topic or activity, and not-contingent initiations that are not related to visible 
external factors.
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Within the two main categories in this analysis, different subcategories can be 
distinguished, which will be explained later on. Figure 1 provides an overview of the 
different telling initiations and how often they occur in our data.

Figure 1: Categories and subcategories telling initiations

Initiations categories Initiations subcategories Frequency

1. Not contingent Telling something ‘out of the blue’ 23

2. Contingent 2.1 Topic continuation 34

2.2 Topic Shift 43

2.3 Related to an ongoing activity or object 30

Inaudible and not included 3

Total: 133

1. Not-contingent telling initiations

‘Out of the blue’ telling initiatives
Some of the ‘out of the blue tellings’ start before dinnertime in the living or the dining 
room. Other tellings take place during dinnertime. Although a telling is started out of 
the blue, there is sometimes another exchange prior to the telling. In these cases, the 
exchange has nothing to do with the topic of the out of the blue telling. Therefore this 
category is called ‘not-contingent’. All tellings concern experiences that the adolescent 
has been through during the day or a few days ago or that they have heard about such 
as the school pictures they received, a sad story on the radio, or a nice gym class. The 
majority of the tellings is about school topics.

The following excerpt shows sixteen year old Karolien initiating a telling ‘out of 
the blue’ to her Professional Foster Father (PFF), prior to dinner. The PFF is folding the 
laundry at the dinner table while Karolien enters through the back door.

Excerpt 2
Family-style group care 1, 01-11-2013, 1: 11.43-14.55
KAR = Karolien, 16-year-old, PFF= Professional Foster Father.

01 KAR <hallo>

 hello

02 PFF <he:ey Karolien>

 hey Karolien

3
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03 KAR ik heb mijn schoolfoto,

I have my school picture

04 PFF je::ah

yeah

(3.5)

(..) is ‘t goed gelukt?

(..) is it good?

05 KAR nou hij is op [zich wel hoor

well it’s pretty …

06 PFF          [ben je tevreden?

                  are you satisfied?

07 KAR jawel

yes fine

After the exchange of greetings in lines 1 and 2, Karolien says that she has received 
her school picture (line 3). School pictures are generally taken a few weeks before the 
children receive them. The PFF responds with an enthusiastic ‘yeah’ and asks her: ‘is it 
good?’. By responding in an enthusiastic voice (line 4) and enquiring ‘is it good?’ (line 
04) and ‘are you satisfied?’(line 06) the PFF shows his interest and invites her to say 
more. His response is ‘preferred’ in the conversation analytical sense that it contributes 
to and supports the project that was initiated by the telling initiative in line 3. If such a 
response would be absent, the interactional project initiated by the Karolien in line 3 
would fail (Sacks 1987; Schegloff 2007).

The use of embodied practices
The adolescents use various embodied practices for doing telling initiations. Tellings 
initiated ‘out of the blue’ are frequently accompanied by pre-exchange embodied 
practices preliminary to the initiation itself (Kendon, 1990). They make eye contact 
before they start a telling or walk to the parent. In excerpt 3, Karolien is sits at the 
table and plays with her mobile phone. Before she starts her telling, she walks in the 
direction of the PFF.

Fragment 3
Family style group care 1, 01-11-2013, 3:4.55-6.55
KAR= Karolien, 16-year-old, Lauren= school friend, PFF= Professional Foster Father.

01 ((Karolien walks in the direction of the kitchen where 

the PFF is preparing dinner))
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02 KAR weet je wat nou zielig is (.) als Lauren altijd

schoolfoto’s krijgt

do you know what is sad (.) when Lauren always

receives school pictures

03 PFF ja

yes

koopt haar moeder ze nooit of haar vader dat is

toch best wel sneu

her mother never buys them that is pretty sad isn’t it

hebben ze niet zo veel geld of uh

do they not have much money

Karolien starts her telling when she is close to the father in the kitchen (line 1 and 2). 
By walking to the PFP she chooses him as recipient and makes herself being hear.

2. Contingent telling initiations

Besides ‘out of the blue’ telling initiations, we observed ‘contingent’ telling initiations. 
These initiations are related to an ongoing topic or activity. In our data we see three 
types of motivations for initiating a telling. First, conversations are started as a ‘topic 
shift’: the telling constitutes a shift of the prior topic of the conversation. Second, 
initiations may continue the ongoing conversations. In the third place, we see the 
adolescents do an initiative in response to an object or an activity that is going on, for 
example a telephone call.

Topic shift
In mundane conversations one topic can easily shift to an adjacent topic, also in the 
dinner table conversations in the family-style group care. The conversation may for 
example be about anniversary treats at school and subsequently an adolescent tells 
about one of his friends who will celebrate his birthday next week. In such cases, Sacks 
(1992) speaks of a stepwise topical movement: the topic of the conversation results 
smoothly, without any problems, from the previous topic.

The excerpt below illustrates a telling initiative that is produced as such a topic 
shift. The conversation takes place during dinner time. An adolescent (18 year) says 
that he will receive his diploma ‘catering industry assistant’ very soon. Thereafter, a 
boy of 9-year-old says that he thinks that he also likes cooking (line 8). Right after this 
utterance Sifra (13 year) takes the turn from the 9-year-old boy and uses his utterance 
as a reason for her own telling.

3
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Excerpt 4
Family-style group care 5, 07-01-2014, 1:3.25-6.40
RON = Ronaldo, 18-year-old, PFM = Professional Foster Mother, PFF= Professional Foster 
Father, Aar = Aaron, 9-year-old, Emm = Emma, 10-year-old, SIF= Sifra, 13-year-old.

01 RON horeca assistent

catering industry assistant

02 niveau één

level one

03 (2.0)

04 PFM op naar niveau twee

up to level two

05 RON ja

yes

06 (1.2)

07 PFM leuk

nice

08 Aar mij lijkt dat ook best wel leuk om te koken

I think I would like cooking as well

09 Emm hm hm

10 (1.0)

11 SIF uh het is echt heel leuk koken (.)

uh cooking is really nice

12 want ik ga deze week lasagne maken

cause I’m going to make lasagne this week

13 met spinazie,

with spinach

(1.0)

14 PFM lekker

jummy

15 SIF hmhm

16 PFF nou Sifra (.) moet je maar eens een keertje hier

well Sifra (.)you should make it here one time

17 EMM eventjes u:h (0.3)voor ons makke

for us

18 PFF iets maken

make something

19 RON je gaat eten makke
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you shall make food

20 ((everybody is laughing)) ((about the wrong word in 

Dutch))

21 SIF dan maak ik die pe- perencake nog

then I will make the pear cake

In line 11, Sifra starts her telling and re-uses the word ‘nice’ of the speaker before her. 
In the remark before, in line 8, the nine-year-old boy uses the word ‘also’ which refers 
to the previous telling from the adolescent who talked about his diploma ‘catering 
industry assistant’. The word ‘also’ is used to make a connection between his telling 
and the previous telling (Ryave, 1978). Also the word ‘nice’ in Sifra’s telling initiative 
has the function of connecting the tellings to each other. Jefferson (1978) describes 
this phenomenon: recipients take care of making an utterance fit in de context. It is 
therefore remarkable that the professional mother does not respond with the word 
‘nice’, but with ‘jummy’. The PFF invites Sifra to make the lasagne at home (line 16). This 
establishes an occasion for Sifra to restart her telling (line 21). Thus, by entering into a 
‘stepwise topical movement’, the adolescent can initiate his telling in connection with 
the previous turn and therefore by the previous topic.

In the excerpt below we see an example of a telling initiative which follows a general 
remark of the Professional Foster Mother (PFM). Prior to this telling initiative the PFF 
has given a compliment to his wife about the neatly cleaned up garage (not included in 
this transcript). After this general remark the adolescent starts his telling.

Excerpt 5
Family-style group care 5, 07-11-2014, 0: 13.43-15.26
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, PFF = Professional Foster Father, RON = Ronaldo, 
18-year-old.

01 PFM nou

well

02 (11.0)

03 PFF mooi

nice

04 (1.3)((RONALDO gazes to PFF))

   ((PFF gazes to RONALDO))

05 RON die magnetron heb ik naar boven gebracht=zolder

I brought the microwave upstairs= to the attic

3
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06 (4.0)

07 PFF de wat

08 RON the what

de magnetron(.)die daar op de grond stond,

09 the microwave which was on the ground over there

dat ding (.)((geeft de omtrek aan))

that thing (.) ((shows the outline))

10 PFF hm hm

11 RON stond alleen maar in de weg,

12 PFF it was just in the way

die heb je naar zolder gebracht,

you brought that one upstairs = to the attic

13 (6.0)

14

15

16

17

18

19

PFM wat ben jij toch sterk

wow you’re really strong

(6.5)

een zwaar ding man

it’s a heavy thing man

((PFM looks at RONALDO, he shrugs his shoulders))

zwaar

heavy

In lines 1 and 3 the topic seems to be closed by ‘well’ and ‘nice’. During the silence 
Ronaldo gazes in the direction of the PFF. He starts talking when he has eye contact. 
By making eye contact before starting Ronaldo chooses an addressee of his telling. 
He deals with the interactional problem of being part of a multi member situation, by 
selecting a recipient before he start to tell (Ford & Stickle, 2012). The speaker ensures 
himself to be heard. Ronaldo tells, in line 5, that he brought the microwave upstairs. 
When the PFF says: ‘the what’, Ronaldo repeats that he brought the microwave upstairs 
while he shows the outline of the microwave with his hands. The PFM treats this as 
inviting a compliment – in the same way she was complimented by her husband for 
cleaning the garage – by giving him a compliment (line 14). The topic was initiated as a 
shift from cleaning to microwave.

Topic continuation
In the second place, we observed tellings of adolescents that add to ongoing mealtime-
tellings and that therefore function as a topic continuation. These telling initiations 
are both sequentially and content wise latched to an ongoing telling and therefore 
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contribute to the topic of the ongoing conversation. This, in contrast to initiations from 
the subcategory topic shift, that lead to a new telling object. In sum, telling initiations 
in the category of topic continuation show adolescents that continue a conversation 
by adding a telling to it, instead of telling their own story that shifts the prior topic of 
the conversation. Jefferson (1984) shows that these telling initiations often start on 
the end of the previous turn, named terminal overlaps which is something we also see 
in our data.

In the excerpt below, we see a conversation that takes place during dinner. The 
PFM tells a story about their dog. The dogs was scared of two other dogs which were 
fighting in the forest while she was walking the dog that afternoon. Everyone at the 
dinner table is quiet.

Excerpt 6
Family-style group care 4 , 28-11- 2013, 0: 10.20-10.45
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, PFF = Professional Foster Father, RICHAD = Adolescent, 
14-year-old, ? = unknown, B(?) = Boy, unknown age.

01 PFM ik had ‘m wel vast en dan heb je aan de andere 

kant van het bos (.)

I had him fixed and then you have the other side 

of the woods

02 gewoon weet je wel daar kan je doorheen kijken 

natuuk (.) daar

well you know you can see through it

03 hadden twee hondjes ruzie en eh zo erg dat één 

van die hondjes aan het

two doggies were fighting so bat that one of the 

dogs was

04 piepen was en daar schrok hij van en toen ging 

die ook blaffen

squeaking and he was so frightened that he also 

went barking

05 want hij wilde d’r heen maar hij zat vast dus hij 

kon er niet

because he wanted to go there and he was fixed so 

he couldn’t

06 PFF nee

no
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07 PFM en de hele weg naar hu-uis was die aan het trekken 

en bang

and the whole way home he was pulling and scared

08 en dan wil die snel naar huis en

and he wanted to go home as sone as possible

09 PFF               ja

              yes

10 (.)

11 ? ((inaudible))

12 RICHAD dat is ook als je ‘m straf geeft

that is the same when you punish him

13 PFM heb je (.) was je met de hengel weg

where you away with the fishing rod

14 B(?) nee ((jongen niet in beeld))

no((boy is not in sight of the camera))

15 PFM oh

oh

In line 1-10, the PFM tells about something that has happened that afternoon when she 
was walking the dog. Just twice, in line 6 and 9, there is a short response of the PFF.
The telling initiation of Richad (line 12), a 14-year-aged adolescent, contributes to the 
story of the PFM. He emphasises the story of the mother by using the words ‘the same’.  
Also by telling about ‘him’, referring to the dog, he aligns with the mothers telling. We 
see, in line 13, that there is no response in reaction to the initiation. Besides, we see 
no second initiation of Richad to try it again. This is something we often see in the 
collection of telling initiations within the category topic continuation. In this specific 
conversation (excerpt 6), it is possible that the boy who enters the kitchen (not in sight 
of the camera) is taking the attention instead of Richad. Besides, it could be possible that 
the initiation in itself, as a contribution to the ongoing conversation, is not necessarily 
an initiation that needs to receive an explicit response. The initiation is contributing to 
the same topic, the behaviour of the dog, instead of telling something out of the blue 
or stepwise introducing a new topic. Therefore it works as telling continuation instead 
of a clear telling initiation.

Refers to something that is going on or an object (not a topic)
The third category of contingent telling initiations is to start a telling ‘in relation to 
the ongoing activity or an object’. The motivation for telling something is not in the 
previous topic or turn.
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In excerpt 7 below, the initiation takes the form of a report of a telephone call. This 
leads to a short interaction. Prior to the excerpt, Karolien has answered the household 
phone. After the call has ended she initiates a report about it. There is a clear motivation 
for this girl, external to the dinner table interaction, to start a telling.

Excerpt 7
Family-style group care 1, 01-11-2013, 3:19.41-19.51
KAR = Karolien, 16-year-old, PFF = Professional Foster Father.

01 KAR ik heb niet verstaan want diegene zei ook niet

I didn’t hear because the other person didn’t say

02 eens=hij drukte weg

even=he ended the call

03 maar uh (1.5) d’r ↓belde iemand,

but uh (1,5) someone called,

04 PFF belde er iemand?

did someone call?

05 nou die belt vanzelf weer

well he will call again

06 ((Karolien sits down at the table again))

In line 1 to 3, Karolien reports that she has picked up the phone and has not been 
successful at identifying the caller. In response, the PFF treats this as not important or 
blameworthy: “he will call again” (line 5). After this utterance the conversation ends 
and the two interlocutors continue their activities.

Emodied behaviour
The adolescents use various embodied practices to select an addressee. Following 
another initiation, by a 14-year-old adolescent, the conversation also stops after a brief 
interaction. The family is eating pizza with a few family members. Not everybody is at 
home; the pizzas were ordered and picked up at the restaurant.

Excerpt 8
Family style group care 1: 02 -11-2013, 4: 12.41 – 12.56
KAS = Kasper, 15-year-old, PFF = Professional Foster Father, PFM = Professional Foster 
Mother, Janna = biological daughter, 5-year-old.

01 KAS ((gazes in the direction of the PFM))
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02 ik keek vanochtend in die folder

I was looking in that leaflet this morning

03 en ik had gewoon zin om pizza te eten,

and I just felt like eating pizza

04 (1.5)

05 en in één keer gaan we ook pizza eten (.) (uhh::u)

and suddenly we were going to eat pizza (.) uhh::u)

06 (5.0)

07 ((gazes in the direction of PFM and PFF))

08 PFF ((to Janna)) Dat mag je vragen

((to Janna))You may ask that

09 KAS ((gazes in the direction of PFM))

10 PFM ((gazes in the direction of KASPER))

11 KAS dat hoopte ik al

I was hoping for that

Before he initiates his telling, in line 2 Kasper makes an effort to get eye-contact with the 
PFM. They are sitting opposite each other at the table. The moment Kasper establishes 
eye contact with her, he tells that he was already looking forward to eating pizza (line 2 
and 3). The PFM gazes in the direction of Kasper, but does not give a verbal response. 
This response seems to be less than Kasper aimed for, since he repeats his utterance 
in different words (line 11): ‘I was hoping for that’, thereby giving the mother another 
opportunity to respond, which she does not use. After this repeated invitation to 
respond, the topic ends. This example shows that the telling is sequential incomplete 
without an acceptance.

Contingent and not-contingent initiations
In the analysis above we showed a distinction between telling initiations which are 
started ‘out of the blue’ and initiations that are contingent upon immediately prior 
events or interaction. The tellings that were categorised as ‘out of the blue’ are about 
events the adolescents have experienced themselves: e.g. receiving school pictures or 
a nice gym lesson at school. Some telling initiations are done before dinnertime when 
not all family members are present yet and it is potentially more easy for an adolescent 
to engage the father or mother in dyadic (one-to-one) interaction.
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Discussion

Prior research on attachment has argued that continuity in placement is an important 
factor of success in raising out-of-home placed children (Juffer, 2010). Therefore, for the 
sake of continuity, care-takers in family-style group care are available on a long-term 
basis in order to allow having and building an affective relationship with the out-of-home 
placed children. However, even though the importance of an affective relationship is 
well established, little research has been conducted on how these relationships are built 
and maintained in everyday interactions. In the research this paper has reported on, 133 
fragments of telling initiations of adolescents in family-style group care are analysed 
as one instance of attachment in interaction, The telling initiations were analysed to 
see how adolescents select themselves to tell something, how they gain attention from 
their PFPs, and how these initiations work out in the interactions, evoking parental 
sensitiveness and responsiveness, one of the main elements for having and building 
an affective relationship (Ainsworth et al., 1978).

The present analysis was concerned with 133 instances of adolescent telling 
initiations that were not invited. Most initiations took place during dinnertime, or less 
often before or after dinner. Within the 133 initiations, we have found a fourfold in 
variety: 1) out of the blue (23); 2) topic shift (34); 3) topic continuing (43) and 4) Refers to 
something what is going on or an object (30). As shown in this study, different initiations 
are followed by different responses of PFPs. The various initiations were done with 
different verbal and embodied practices. Furthermore, we saw different practices used 
by different adolescents. Thus, how initiations are done seems to depend on various 
factors and will be shortly described and discussed in the next part.

‘Out of the blue initiations’ always come with clear pre-exchange practices. 
Adolescents make eye contact, gaze in the direction of the addressed parent or walk to 
a parent when they want to tell something. Their actions seems to vie for attention from 
the professionals parents and make clear that they want to tell something meaningful. 
Subsequent interactions consist frequently of extended responses from the part of the 
PFPs. From relational perspective, ‘out of the blue’ telling initiations have the function 
of arousing interest of the PFP.

‘Topic shifting’ and ‘topic continuing’ initiations are undertaken differently. Topic 
changes are built on the preceded topic and are introduced by re-using some of the 
words from the immediately prior interaction. ‘Topic continuing’ initiations are less 
explicitly expressed and always done to contribute to the ongoing conversation. 
Sometimes the adolescent received an explicit response from the PFP, like an 
acceptance, but even so often there is no response at al. ‘Topic continuation’ initiations 
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seems to do not necessarily need a response or acceptance, possible because it is not 
a telling in itself. It has more the function of continuing and in a way as a response.

The last category consist of initiations that are done ‘in relation to the ongoing 
activity or an object’. There is always a clear external motivation for doing these tellings, 
but the motivation is not in the previous topic or turn. The initiations are mostly treated 
by the PFPs as a notification, meaning giving or a comment and are ending after a short 
interaction. The majority of the tellings is about the activity ‘having dinner’, the food 
or something else on or around the table.

In this chapter, we started to describe the importance of sensitivity and responsivity 
for building and maintaining an affective relationship. The different categories of telling 
initiations have shown how adolescent tell something and gain attention from their 
PFPs. This has shown us that adolescents use various practises to do their telling and 
make clear that they want to tell something and mark the importance of the tellings. 
If parents threat initiations in a non-preferred way, adolescents show this by repairing 
their initiation and by trying it again. At last, doing a telling initiation and gaining 
attention also seems to have something to do with interactional competences. Practises 
like making eye contact before starting a telling or calling the name of the PFP seems 
to underline the initiation.

Family-style group care settings are meant to be professional out-of-home-
placements, coached by a youth care organisation, and are at the same time as close 
to a ‘normal family’ as possible. This gives the possibility for adolescents to reattach to 
the family parents. The knowledge about the different telling initiations gives insight 
into how sensitivity and responsivity is both evoked and constructed in day-to-day 
interactions in natural settings of family-style group care. Further research on micro-
analysis will hopefully help to make the life of these adolescents more and more stable.
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